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He is before all things, and in him all 
things hold together.

Colossians 1:17 



Instagram Reach

4,500,000 9,000 12,000
Avg  weekly Impressions Avg likes Avg engagements

3,500
Avg profile link click weekly

15,000
Avg story views



Twitter Reach

10 6 23,300
Avg  Likes Avg RTs Followers



Text 
Message

8,500 90 230
Subscribers Avg Replies Avg Clicks



advertise

Link

When you run your campaign 
with us, we will update our 

profile link to whatever you like 
to ensure campaign success 

whether it’s branding or sales.  

Analysis

We will help you adjust and 
optimize your campaign to 
assist you maximize your 

objectives. 

Report

All the campaigns we run 
include reporting. At the end of 
the campaign we will send you 

a full report on all the stats 
available for each network. 

A RL



campaigns pricing

a b c

Business Pro Semi-Pro

5 posts on each network. 
Instagram 

Twitter
Text 

$500 $325 $100

Reach 2,500,000

For custom pricing and setups please ask. 

3 posts on each network. 
Instagram 

Twitter
Text 

Reach 1,500,000

1 post on each network. 
Instagram 

Twitter
Text 

Reach 600,000



individual pricing

a b c

Instagram Twitter Text

A single Instagram post. 
- Link updated 
- Photo tagged 

- Comment mention
- Up for 24 hours

$65 $15 $30

Individual posts do not include reporting.

A single Twitter post. 
- Link updated 
- Photo tagged 

- Up for 24 hours

A single text message. 
- 140 Characters. 

- Text only
- Link available 
- Uses can reply
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notes

a

i
We request that each 
creative be sized for each 
network. Instagram’s should 
be a 1:1 ration and Twitter a 
2:1. 

Creative

All payments shall be 
submitted before posting. 
Campaigns over 10 posts, 
payment may be split. All 
payments made via PayPal. 

Payment

All creative should be sent 
for approval at least 24 
hours before publish time.

24 Hours

As much as we try to 
ensure the success of every 
campaign, keep in mind 
there is no guarantee how 
an ad will perform. 

Guarantee

During the time of the 
campaign, before or after 
please contact us with any 
issues at 
contact@jesuscentric.org 

Inquiries

We only succeed if you do. 
Which is why we work 
extremely hard to make 
sure each campaign 
performs very well.

Assurance

mailto:contact@jesuscentric.org


Thank you for your thoughtfulness and consideration. 
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